We’ll Make Invisible Possible.

Custom Color + Pattern Cover Plates

Senju Sprinkler’s innovative custom color and custom pattern cover plates will now match any ceiling seamlessly. We have dedicated special attention to making our sprinklers virtually invisible while maintaining optimal water flow performance to protect your home. A wide range of customizable colors and patterns are available.

www.senjusprinkler.com
949-333-1281
Standard Finishes

- White
- Ivory
- Beige
- Brown
- Black
- Nickel Mirror Finish
- Nickel Brushed Finish
- Copper Mirror Finish
- Square Shape Also Available
- Wood Grain Douglas Fir
- Wood Grain Yellow Birch
- Wood Grain Golden Oak
- Wood Grain Cherry Chestnut
- Wood Grain Dark Walnut

- Due to printing limitations, the colors and patterns shown here may differ slightly from the actual covers
- All 14 standard finishes are available for 3-3/4” RC cover plates
- Smaller 2-5/8” round cover plates also available for white, ivory, and nickel
- Custom pattern finishes for all concealed cover plates can be made with your Senju Sprinkler representative

CUSTOM PATTERN
- Senju Sprinkler exclusive
- Final draft samples are available
- Replicate any pattern or material

CUSTOM COLOR
- 10 business days turnaround time
- Choose from any paint manufacturer